Flipnote Studio mini help card
to cut, fold and put inside your Nintendo DSi case
Cut along the dotted line

Draw mode
A cycles through tools
B changes current color or
current layer
previous/next image
back to tools
plays/stops the Flipnote
Y
Y
X
X +

undo last action
re-do last action
erases current image/
layer/lasso selection
erases all images

Note — The + symbols tells you to hold the
key down.

mini
help
card

START
SELECT
SELECT

SELECT

blow

moves the drawing/
current layer/lasso
selection
idem, pixel per pixel
draws straight lines
draws free lines
inserts an image
before current one
dels current image
changes lasso select.

Do you like this help
card ? Please tell it on
www.jesweb.net or
send me an e-mail:
pnlap@free.fr !

Tools mode
+ enables these options:
Tab 1 - drawing
shows bigger drawing patterns
Tab 2 - layers
merge - add one layer to the
other
sketch - shows a working layer
invisible when playing the
Flipnote
Tab 3 - lasso
Inverts Reduce and Flip
options, such as
to
Fold along this line

Movie mode
+ enables these options:

Sound mode
+ enables these options:

Erase layer X
erases current layer from
current image

Importing DSi sounds
tap a colored bubble to import
sounds from the DSi sound
studio.

Copy layer X
copies current layer from
current image
Paste layer X
pastes previously copied layer
on the current layer from
current image

records a new sound and mixes
it to the current one
Mix
mixes sound A, X, Y with the
musical track. You can then
erase sounds A, X, Y.

Hints and memo
How to publish a flipnote ?
tap on Flinote Hatena, choose a
channel, tap on «Description»
then tap on «Post»
How to invert selection colors ?
X when a lasso
selection was done
Quick move through images
START +
1st image
START +
last image
Note — Layers, lasso and button L functions
are only available when you activated the
Advanced tools (in Flipnote Studio settings)
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